
Army size: 1330 Points
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Motivation and Skill
The Polish Army has fielded tanks since its inception in 1918. The tankers of a Kompania 
Czołgów (pronounced kom-pah-nee-ah chow-goov) are well trained and committed to 
the freedom of their country. A Kompania Czołgów is rated as Fearless Trained.
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diVisional suppoRt platoons

(infantry CoMpany)

You must field one platoon from each box shaded black and may field one platoon from each 
box shaded grey.

Batalion pieChoty

In Flames Of War a Batalion Piechoty operates as if it is a 
company. Whenever the rules talk about a Company, read 
that as a Batalion Piechoty (Infantry Battalion).
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fate of the nation
A Polish platoon (or company) joined by a 2iC Command team 
may re-roll failed Platoon Morale Checks.

BypaSSed
At the start of the game before deployment you may declare that a 
company has been bypassed. The company that has been bypassed must 
be a single-platoon company and can be any of the following types:

a Mounted Kawalerii Company, 
a Dismounted Kawalerii Company, 
a Kawalerii Cyclist Company, or 
a Piechoty Company.

The bypassed company counts as being deployed on the table when 
determining the number of platoons (or Polish companies) to hold 
in Reserve or Ambush. However, instead of deploying the platoon 
on the table, hold it off the table.

At the start of your first turn, roll a die. On a score of 6 the 
bypassed company arrives as if from Reserve, except that it arrives 
at a random location.

If the bypassed company fails to arrive on the first turn, roll two 
dice at the start of your second turn, needing a score of 6 on either 
die to have the bypassed company arrive. If the company does not 
arrive on the second turn, roll three dice on the third turn, again 

•
•
•
•

with any roll of a 6 bringing on the company. Keep rolling each 
turn, adding a die each time, until a 6 is rolled.

When the bypassed company does arrive, roll another die. On a roll 
of 1 the company arrives on the table edge to the left of the opponent’s 
table edge. On a roll of 2, the company arrives within 16”/40cm of 
the left-hand corner of the opponent’s table edge. On a roll of 3 or 
4, the company arrives from the opponent’s table edge. On a roll 5, 
the company arrives within 16”/40cm of the right-hand corner of the 
opponent’s table edge. On a roll of 6 the company arrives on the table 
edge to the right of the opponent’s table edge.

The bypassed company must arrive from a point at least 8”/20cm 
from all enemy teams. If they cannot arrive at the rolled location, 
they will delay their arrival by one turn and then roll again for 
a new location.

The bypassed company cannot Launch an Assault in the turn in 
which it arrives on table.

Each mission shows your and your opponent’s table edge on the 
mission’s diagram.
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night CounterattaCk
Players commanding a Batalion Piechoty may elect, prior to their 
opponent’s deployment, to make a night counterattack whenever 
they are attacking in a mission that is a Fair Fight (see page 198 
of the rulebook). 

If they do so, the game starts in darkness and uses the Night Fighting 
rules (on page 154 of the rulebook) until morning breaks.

At the start of the defender’s turn three, the defender rolls a die. 
On a score of 5+, morning has broken. 
•

 If the roll is unsuccessful, at the start of the attacker’s next turn 
they roll two dice with morning breaking on any roll of 5+. 

If it is still dark at the start of the defender’s next turn, they roll 
three dice, and so on until morning breaks on any roll of 5+.

Once morning breaks the night fighting rules are no longer used, 
and it is daylight for the remainder of the game.

•

•

Batalion pieChoty (CentraliSed Control)
In Flames Of War a Batalion Piechoty operates as if it is 
a company. Whenever the Flames Of War rulebook talks 

about a company, read that as a Batalion Piechoty (Infantry 
Battalion).

infantry

deCk turret
Guns mounted in deck turrets have an all-round field of fire, 
except where their rotation is blocked by the vehicle’s super-
structure or other turrets.

one-Man turret
A tank with a one-man turret may not fire its main gun while 
moving, and may not fire both the main gun and the turret 
machine-gun in the same turn.

trains anD tanks

Gun teams

Team Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower Notes

Rifle team 16”/40cm 1 2 6
Rifle/MG team 16”/40cm 2 2 6
Light Mortar team  16”/40cm 1 1 4+ Can fire over friendly teams.
Anti-tank Rifle team 16”/40cm 1 4 6 Tank Assault 3.
Staff team   cannot shoot  Moves as a Heavy Gun team.

infantry teams

Weapon Mobility Range ROF Anti-tank Firepower Notes

Ckm wz. 30 HMG Man-packed 24”/60cm 6 2 6 ROF 2 when pinned down.

81mm wz. 31 mortar Man-packed 40”/100cm - 2 6 Smoke bombardment.

37mm wz. 36 gun Light 24”/60cm 3 6 4+ Gun shield.

75mm wz. 1897 gun Heavy 24”/60cm 2 8 3+ Gun shield, Smoke.
 Firing bombardments  64”/160cm - 3 6 Smoke bombardment.

100mm wz. 14/19 howitzer Immobile 24”/60cm 1 8 2+ Gun shield.
 Firing bombardments  72”/180cm - 4 4+


